Plate 96 View of the southwestern part of Kom Firin, looking west-southwest.

Plate 97 Ramesside temple: wall 0157 and clean sand 0189 (TG), view to north.

Plate 98 Ramesside temple: wall 0135 (TD), showing eroded edges, view to east.
Plate 99 Ramesside temple: walls 0173 and 0174 of the temple, built over with walls 0172, 1082, 0183 and 0184 (TK), view southwest.

Plate 100 Ramesside temple: corner of walls 0093-0094, looking east (TT).
Plate 101 Ramesside temple: eastern face of wall 0452, with foundation layer 0458 and sand 0461 beneath (UD). Note that the water table has been reached in the sondage in front of the wall.

Plate 102 Ramesside temple walls 0267, 0262, 0267, 0279, constructed upon clean sand 0351/0375 (TQ); wall 0364 (TR) visible in upper left. Partially lifted limestone doorsills 0272 and 0280 also visible. East at top of image.
Plate 103 Ramesside temple: collapsed brickwork 0270, seen in south-facing section (TQ).

Plate 104 Ramesside temple: storage jars C361 as revealed, placed in a cut in wall 0293 (UC). Jar C419 lay beneath C361.
Plate 105 Ramesside temple: sand 0351 visible before eastern face of wall 0267 (TQ).

Plate 106 Ramesside temple: wall 0364 and collapse brickwork 0365, looking north (TR).

Plate 107 Ramesside temple: door-sill 0280, during excavation (TQ).
Plate 108 Ramesside temple: door-sill 0272, as first revealed (TQ).

Plate 109 Ramesside temple: pit 0058 with column base fragments as revealed (TY).
Plate 110 Ramesside temple: door-sill 0272 during excavation (TQ), view west.

Plate 111 Ramesside temple: door-sill 0272, showing door pivot and scratch marks from door leaf (TQ).
Plate 112 Ramesside temple: door-sill 0280 (TQ), showing door pivot and scratch marks from door leaf.

Plate 113 Ramesside temple: wall 0241 (TX), view west.

Plate 114 Ramesside temple: scatter of brick 0386 south of wall 0241 (UA).
Plate 115 Ramesside temple: eroded segment of wall 0024, looking north-west (TC).

Plate 116 Ramesside temple: rear part of temple during excavation of TX and UA, with antechamber and parts of three sanctuaries revealed.
Plate 117 Ramesside temple: walls 0244 and 0243, looking south (TX).

Plate 118 Ramesside temple: collapsed brickwork 0175 (beneath scale) in front of the eastern face of wall 0173 (TK).
Plate 119 Ramesside temple: general view of TK looking southwest, showing room (walls 0172, 0182, 0183, 0184) built above walls 0173 and 0174 (TK).

Plate 120 Ramesside temple: small room constructed above northwestern corner of temple, showing pot-stand and cooking vessels as revealed (TK 0180).
Plate 121 Ramesside temple: small room constructed above the northwestern corner of the temple, with burnt bone in deposit 0228.

Plate 122 Ramesside temple: collapsed brickwork 0032 and 0049 (TE).
Plate 123  Ramesside temple: eroded east face of wall 0031 (TE).

Plate 124  Ramesside temple: feature 0380 between walls 0361 (left) and 0360 (right); north at top of image (TW).
Plate 125 Ramesside temple: wall 0293 looking north (UC); base of vessel C361 placed in cut into wall.

Plate 126 Ramesside temple: boundary wall 0293 (partly exposed to left of trench), with surface topography indicating its continuation to the south. View southeast.
Plate 127  Ramesside temple: clean sand 0376 to the south of the rear wall of the temple, 0243 (UB).

Plate 128  Doorjamb of Ramses II, outer face, detail of cartouche, showing traces of earlier inscription.

Plate 129  Pre-excavation view of trench TF, looking northwest, with brickwork visible in pedestal to west of trench. Large pedestal of stratified deposits to the right of image.
Plate 130  Wall 0068, looking east (TF).

Plate 131  Exposed walls outside the eastern boundary wall of the Ramesside temple, looking northwest.
Plate 132  View northeast over the elevated area east of the Ramesside temple, with pedestals of later deposits visible amidst the grass-covered surface.

Plate 133  Doorjamb of Ramses II: fragments lying near resthouse, after re-excavation in 2005 of the upper part (in foreground). Note eroded text on upper fragment (left), compared to pl.150 (2002).